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Abstract

X-rays generated by a 500 MeV electron beam of the Tomsk synchrotron in a tungsten single crystal with a mosaic

factor less than 8000 has been studied theoretically and experimentally. The tungsten crystal was a block with sizes

1:7� 10� 15 mm3 aligned with the (1 1 1) plane at the Bragg angle hB � 45� to the electron beam axis. The emitted

photons were detected at an angle of 2hB with respect to the electron beam. The emitted angular distributions for the

(2 2 2) and (4 4 4) orders have been measured and compared with predictions of the developed theoretical model. This

model takes the contribution of parametric X-radiation (PXR) and diffracted transition radiation (DTR) generated by

relativistic electrons from in-surface of a crystalline target as well as an influence of an interference between PXR and

DTR emission mechanisms into account. The obtained results show the important contribution of DTR to the mea-

sured emission yield.
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1. Introduction

Crystals of perfect crystallographic structure

and large atomic numbers, such as tungsten, are

used for producing of intense fluxes of highly di-

rected quasi-monochromatic gamma-quanta on

the basis of relativistic electron channeling radia-

tion [1,2]. Currently the perfect tungsten crystal is

considered as the most appropriate radiator in the

positron source based on the channeling radiation

[3–5]. The bent perfect tungsten crystal can be used

as the deflector for an extraction of charged par-
ticles (including heavy ions) from high energy cir-

cular accelerators by channeling effect [6]. It

should be noted that the extraction efficiency is
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considerably more for heavy deflector than for

light one.

The new possible application of perfect tung-

sten crystals is connected with quasi-monochro-
matic tunable X-ray beam producing on the basis

of the parametric X-rays (PXR) from relativistic

electrons in a crystal [7–9]. PXR cross-section in-

creases proportional to Z2 when increasing of the

crystal atomic number Z. But an absorption length

decreases proportional to Z�4, therefore it is diffi-

cult to make the most of indicated advantage of

heavy crystals for gain in PXR source efficiency. In
addition to this within the range of high enough

emitting particle energies c � c� (c is the Lorentz

factor of an emitting particle, c� ¼ xB=x0, xB is

the Bragg frequency, in the vicinity of which PXR

spectrum is concentrated, x0 is the plasma fre-

quency of the crystal) the width of PXR angular

distribution DH � c�1� exceeds essentially due to

the density effect [10] the width of primary parti-
cles equilibrium electromagnetic field in a vacuum

DH � c�1 This effect decreases dramatically PXR

angular density.

On the other hand it is in the range of high

emitting particle energies c > c� the diffracted

transition radiation (DTR) contributes to the total

emission yield [11]. DTR appears due to the scat-

tering of a fast particle transition radiation emitted
from in-surface of the crystal by precisely the same

atomic planes of this crystal giving rice to PXR

manifestation. Since DTR angular width is iden-

tical with that for transition radiation (DH � c�1)
its angular density can exceed PXR one very es-

sentially in the range c � c�. It is important that
DTR is formed at the small distance of the order

of the extinction length lext � xB=x2
0. This cir-

cumstance opens the possibility to create an ef-

fective X-ray source consisting of a stack of thin

crystals with thickness in the region of lext placed
along an emitting particle trajectory at the distance

greater that an emission formation length in a

vacuum [12].

It seems likely that DTR has been observed for

the first time at the Darmstadt accelerator S-
DALINAC [13]. The light crystal of Si(1 1 1) and

86.9 MeV electron beam have been used in this

experiment. The main goal of our work is to search

experimentally the relationship between DTR and

PXR in the emission process of 500 MeV electrons

crossing the heavy perfect crystal as W(1 1 1) when

the difference between PXR and DTR angular

distributions is much more pronounced in accor-
dance with theoretical predictions. The measure-

ments are supplemented by the detailed theoretical

analysis of emission process based in X-ray dy-

namical diffraction theory [14].

In Section 3 X-ray emission from relativistic

electrons incident on semi-infinite absorbing crys-

tal is considered theoretically. Such model analo-

gous to that in [11] is adequate to the conditions
of our experiment because the thickness of used

W-target exceeds essentially an absorption length.

Separate contributions of PXR and DTR as well

as an interference between these emission mecha-

nisms are analyzed in this work in contrast with

[11]. Such approach has been used earlier [15] but

without account of the influence of a beam di-

vergence, photon collimator size and photo-
absorption, considered in this work. Setup and

experimental conditions are outlined in Section 2.

The comparison of obtained experimental results

with theoretical predictions is performed in this

section as well. Some concluding remarks are

presented in Section 4.

2. Experiment

The experimental schematic used is shown in

Fig. 1. Electrons accelerated in vacuum chamber

were incident on internal tungsten target. The in-

cidence time was 15 ms and frequency 5 Hz.

The tungsten crystal was a block with size

1:7� 10� 15 mm3 manufactured by the method
of zone melting with subsequent grinding and

etching. The large face of the crystal coincided

with the (1 1 1) plane to an accuracy less than 300,

the mosaic factor as low 8000. The spectral and

angular characteristics were measured by an X-ray

Cd–Te spectrometer with the energy resolution

1 keV for 13, 95 and 17, 8 keV L-lines of Am241

isotope. Detector angular size hB � 2:5� 10�3 rad.
The number of accelerated electrons was moni-

tored by an induction current pickup and by a

synchrotron radiation counter. The number of

electrons passing through the target was determined
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by measuring the total energy by Wilson quan-

tometer.

In the course of measurements, the accelerated

current was maintained at a level, when the spec-

trometer loading was less than 2� 102 photon/

accelerator pulse.

The crystal was aligned with the plane (1 1 1) at
the Bragg angle hB � 45� to the electron beam

direction by a goniometer with the angular step

2� 10�5 rad for the vertical 7� 10�6 rad for hor-

izontal axis rotation, respectively. The photons

were detected at 2hB � 90� with respect to the

electron beam.

Fig. 2 depicts the spectrum of X-radiation from

the tungsten crystal obtained within this geometry
with the electron energy 500 MeV.

The spectrum exhibits a characteristic peaks at

the photon energies xð2 2 2Þ and xð4 4 4Þ correspond-

ing to the first and second orders of PXR ac-

cording to the Bragg relation:

x ¼ phcn
d sin hB

; n ¼ 1; 2; 3; ð1Þ

where d is interplane spacing, n-order of diffrac-

tion.

In Figs. 3 and 4 is shown angular distributions
of X-ray yield for horizontal and vertical planes

for (2 2 2) and (4 4 4) orders of diffraction and

hB � 47�30.

These measurements have revealed that the

angular distributions of the X-ray radiation from

electrons in the crystal differ substantially from

those for pure PXR or DTR. Figs. 5 and 6.

3. Theoretical description

Let us consider an emission from relativistic

electrons crossing a boundary of a semi-infinite

absorbing crystal with reflecting crystallographic

plane parallel to the surface of a target (see Fig. 1,

where e1 is the axis of an electron beam, g is the

reciprocal lattice vector determining the reflecting
plane). The solution of the wave equation

ðk2 � x2ð1þ v0ÞÞExk � kðkExkÞ � x2
X0

g

v�gExkþg

¼ ixe
2p2

vdðx � kvÞ; ð2Þ

where v is the velocity of an emitting particle,

E ¼ ð2pÞ�4
R
dtd3rEðrtÞeixt�ikr is the Fourier-

transform of the electric field E, coefficients v0 and
vg determine the crystal dielectric permeability

�ðx; rÞ ¼ 1þ v0ðxÞ þ
P0

g vgðxÞeigr, can be found
within the frame of typical for PXR description

two-wave approximation of the dynamical dif-

fraction theory [14]

ðk2 � x2ð1þ v0ÞÞEk0 � x2v�gakEkg

¼ ixe
2p2

ek0vdðx � kvÞ;

ððkþ gÞ2 � x2ð1þ v0ÞÞEkg � x2vgakEk0 ¼ 0;

ð3Þ

Fig. 1. Experimental schematic.

Fig. 2. The spectrum of X-ray radiation from W-crystal target.
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where the following definitions are used:

Exk ¼
X2
k¼1

ek0Ek0; Exkþg ¼
X2
k¼1

ekgEkg;

e10 � ½kg; e1g ¼ e10; e20 � ½k1; e10;
e2g � ½kþ g; e10: ð4Þ

Unit vectors ek0 and ekg in (2) and (3) are the po-

larization vectors, a1 ¼ 1, a2 ¼ cosu (see Fig. 1).

Eq. (3) describes the field inside the crystal. The

relevant equations for the field in a vacuum out-
side the crystal follow from (3) in the limit v0, vg,
v�g ! 0. In particular the emission field in a vac-

uum Ev
kg of interest to us is described by the

equation

ðk2g � x2ÞEv
kg ¼ 0; ð5Þ

where kg ¼ kþ g. The solution of this equation

Ev
kg ¼ akðkkÞdðkgx � pÞ; p ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 � k2k

q
;

kk ¼ kg þ kz ð6Þ

contains the unknown coefficient ak. To determine

this coefficient one should use the corresponding

solution of Eq. (3) and the ordinary boundary

conditions for field components at the crystal

Fig. 3. Angular distribution of the intensity of X-radiation (horizontal plane).
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surface. The following expression for ak can be

derived as a result of simple manipulations

ak ¼
ix3evgak

8p2pjvxj
ek0

n� �x2

2p v0

1

D�n0

�
þ n0�n�

ðn0�n1Þðn0�n2Þ

�
;

n0 ¼
1

vx
ðx�kkvþpvxÞþD; D¼ g

g
2p

�
�1

�
� g;

n1;2 ¼
1

2
D

0
@ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D�x2

p
v0

� �2

�x4

p2
vgv�ga

2
k

s 1
A:

ð7Þ

In the case of Bragg scattering geometry under

consideration the quantity n� is defined by the

formulae

n� ¼ n1; if D >
x2

p
Re v0
h

þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
vgv�g

p jakj
i
;

n� ¼ n2; if D <
x2

p
Re v0
h

þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
vgv�g

p jakj
i
:

ð8Þ

Calculation of the Fourier integral ERad
k ¼R

d3kgEv
kge

ikgr allows one to derive the radiation

pulse height Ak,

ERad
k ¼

Z
d3kgEv

kge
ikgnr ! Ak

eixr

r
;

Ak ¼ �2pixnxakðxnkÞ;
ð9Þ

where n ¼ nk þ nx is the unit vector along the di-

rection of emitted photon propagation, nknx ¼ 0.

Fig. 4. Angular distribution of the intensity of X-radiation (vertical plane).
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Formulae (7)–(9) provide a complete description

of spectral-angular characteristics of radiation.

For further analysis it is more convenient to re-

arrange the expression for the radiation pulse

height, using the simplest approximation for sus-

ceptibilities,

v0 ¼ �x2
0

x2
þ iv00

0; vg ¼ v�g ¼ �
x2
g

x2
þ iv00

g; ð10Þ

where x2
g ¼ x2

0ðF ðgÞ=ZÞðSðgÞ=N0Þe�
1
2
g2u2 , F ðgÞ is

the atom formfactor, SðgÞ is the structure factor of
an elementary cell, containing N0 atoms, u is the

r.m.s. amplitude of thermal vibrations of atoms.
Let us introduce into consideration 2-D variables

W and H describing by the formulae

v ¼ e1 1

�
� 1

2
c�2 � 1

2
W2

�
þ W; e1W ¼ 0;

n ¼ e2 1

�
� 1

2
H2

�
þ H; e2H ¼ 0; e1e2 ¼ cosu;

ð11Þ
the e-beam divergence and the angular distribution

of emitted photons (see Fig. 1).

Formulae (7)–(11) allow to obtain the following

expression for the total emission spectral-angular
distribution:

x
dNk

dxd2h
¼ APXR

k

��D þ ADTR
k

��2E;
APXR

k ¼ e
p

dk
Xk

c�2 þ c�2� þ X2

� 1

s þ signðs � dkjkÞf 0
k � r � if 00

k

;

ADTR
k ¼ e

p
dkXk

1

c�2 þ X2

 
� 1

c�2 þ c�2� þ X2

!

� 1

s þ signðs � dkjkÞf 0
k � iðg þ f 00

k Þ
;

ð12Þ
where dk ¼ x2

gjakj=x2
0, X1 ¼ H? � W?, X2 ¼ 2h0 þ

Hk þ Wk, X2 ¼ X2
1 þ X2

2, g ¼ x2v00
0=x

2
0, jk ¼

v00
gjakj=v00

0, the brackets h i mean the averaging over
the angles W? and Wk, the important quantities

sðxÞ, r, f 0
k, f

00
k are defined by the formulae

sðxÞ¼ g2

2x2
0

1

�
� x

x0
B

�
; x0

B ¼xB 1
h

þðh0 þHkÞcot
u
2

i
;

r¼ c2�ðc�2þ c�2� þX2Þ; xB ¼
g

2sinu
2

;

f 0;00
k ¼ 1ffiffiffi

2
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðs2�d2kÞ

2þ4pg2ðs�dkjkÞ2
q

�ðs2�d2kÞ
r

:

ð13Þ

Fig. 5. Bragg scattering geometry for the considered task, e1 is

the axis of an electron beam, e2 is the axis of emitted photon

flux, h0 is the orientation angle, u is the fixed emission angle, Wk
and Hk are the components of the angles W and H describing

the angular distributions of emitting electrons and emitted

photons, respectively.

Fig. 6. Angular distribution of emitted photons in vertical

plane, the curve 1 describes PXR distribution, curve 2 describes

DTR distribution, the curve 3 corresponds to the total emission

distribution, points correspond to the measured angular dis-

tribution of the total emission.
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Let us use the obtained results (12) and (13) to

analyze the relative contributions from the side of

PXR and DTR to total emission yield. First, let us

consider DTR properties. The simple formula

x
dNkDTR

dxd2H

¼ e2

p2
X2

k

1

c�2 þX2

 *
� 1

c�2 þ c�2� þX2

!2+
RDTR

k ;

RDTR
k ¼ d2k

ðsþ signðs� dkjkÞf 0
kÞ

2 þ ðgþ f 00
k Þ

2
;

ð14Þ
following from (12) clearly indicates the nature

of DTR as Bragg reflected transition radiation

emitted from a relativistic electron crossing the in-

surface of the crystal RDTR
k is the reflection coeffi-

cient.
In accordance with (14) DTR angular distri-

bution coincides practically with that of transition

radiation. Particularly, the width of DTR angular

distribution is determined by the energy of emit-

ting particle and coincides with that for the field of

virtual photons associated with a relativistic par-

ticle moving in a vacuum DH � c�1.
It should be noted that the dependence of the

distribution (14) on the energy of emitted quantum

x is concentrated in the non-dimensional variable

sðxÞ. Since RDTR
k � 1 in the range jsj < dk and

RDTR
k � s�2 if jsj � dk (ordinary behavior of X-ray

dynamical reflection coefficient) the spectral width

of DTR has the very small value Dx=x �
2ðx2

0=g
2ÞDs � x2

0=g
2 � 1. The performed numeri-

cal analysis of the formula (14) has shown a weak
dependence of DTR distribution on the parameters

g and jk within the range of small photoabsorption

(g � 1). Assuming the coefficients g and jk in (14)

to be equal to zero one can integrate (14) over en-

ergies of emitted photons and obtain the very

simple expression for DTR angular distribution,

dNDTR
k

d2H
¼ 16e2x2

0

3p2g2
dk X2

k

1

c�2 þ X2

 *

� 1

c�2 þ c�2� þ X2

!2+
; ð15Þ

which can be used for explanation of experimental

results.

Returning to the general formula (12) let us
consider the separate PXR contribution. The for-

mula for PXR spectral-angular distribution

x
dNPXR

k

dxd2H
¼ e2

p2

X2
k

ðc�2 þ c�2� þ X2Þ2
RPXR

k

* +
;

RPXR
k ¼ d2k

ðs þ signðs � dkjkÞf 0
k � rÞ2 þ ðf 00

k Þ
2
;

ð16Þ

shows clearly that PXR appears due to the scat-

tering of the screened Coulomb field of a relativ-

istic particle. It is important that PXR photons are

emitted from the whole thickness of a target

therefore PXR yield is proportional to the ab-

sorption length lab � ðf 00
k Þ

�1
in the case of semi-

infinite crystal under consideration. Since f 00
k � 1

due to the inequality g � 1 the quantity RPXR
k

considered as a function of s has a strong maxi-

mum at the point s� � ðr2 þ d2kÞ=2r > dk following

from the equation s� þ f 0
kðs�Þ � r ¼ 0. Using the

well known approximation ðx2 þ a2Þ�1 � ðp=aÞdðxÞ
if a � 1 one can obtain from (16) after integration

over x the following expression for PXR angular
distribution:

dNPXR
k

d2H
¼ e2x2

0

pg2
d2k
g

� X2
k

ðc�2þ c�2� þX2Þ2þ c�4� d2k �2jkðc�2þ c�2� þX2Þc�2� dk

*

� 1

 
� c�4� d2k
ðc�2þ c�2� þX2Þ2

!2+
; ð17Þ

Obviously in the region of low energies of

emitting particles c � c� the expression (17) is re-

duced to well-known formula of PXR kinematic

theory [16]. One of the most notable new effects
appearing in the region of dynamic scattering

c � c� is that of anomalous photoabsorption

(Borrmann�s effect) in PXR, which follows from

(17) for strong reflections (dk � 1) in the frequency

range where jk � 1 (the last condition coincides

with that of Borrmann effect manifestation in free

X-ray scattering in a crystal). This effect consisting

in the shift of PXR angular maximum to the side
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of small observation angles and essential growth of

its amplitude has been considered in detail in work

[17] and is beyond the scope of this paper.

Let us briefly discuss the influence of an inter-
ference between the pulse heights APXR

k and ADTR
k

on the total emission yield. The expression

x
dN INT

k

dxd2H
¼ e2

p2

X2
k

c�2 þ c�2� þ X2

1

c�2 þ X2

 *

� 1

c�2 þ c�2� þ X2

!
RINT

k

+
;

RINT
k ¼ 2

d2k
RPXR

k RDTR
k ðs
�

þ signðs � dkjkÞf 0
kÞ

� ðs þ signðs � dkjkÞf 0
k � rÞ þ f 00

k ðg þ f 00
k Þ
�
;

ð18Þ

following from (12) describes this interference ef-

fect quantitatively.

According to (14), (16) and (18), PXR pre-

dominates in the region of kinematic diffraction
c � c�, while the contributions from DTR and the

interference term can be neglected. In the region of

dynamic scattering c � c�, where both DTR and

PXR contributions are essentially large, the inter-

ference effect is still negligible. This occurs due to

substantially different angular distributions of the

emitted quanta of the respective emission mecha-

nisms (DTR photons are concentrated mainly
within the observation angle range X � c�1 ac-

cording to the formula (15), while the angular

distribution maximum for PXR lies in the region

of much larger angles X � c�1 as it follows from
(17)). The expression for RINT

k in (18) is a direct

indication of the small value of the interference

term in the region s � s�, where the major PXR

contribution is centered. In the region jsj < dk,
where the DTR contribution predominates, the

interference term is small compared to (14).

Thus the simple formulae (15) and (17) give the

complete description of discussed emission angular

and orientation characteristics. Let us use these

formulae to calculate certain of such characteris-

tics measured in our experiment. Since experi-

mentally the value of Bragg angle hB ¼ u=2 was
very close to 45�, only DTR and PXR components

corresponding to the polarization index k ¼ 1 can

make an essential contribution to total emission

yield, as it follows at once from the expression (15)

and (17) containing the coefficient dk � ak (on

condition u=2 � 45� the coefficient a2 ¼ cosu is
close to zero). Under these conditions DTR and

PXR angular densities are proportional to H2
? in

accordance with (15) and (17). Therefore the yield

of collimated photon flux measured in horizontal

plane (H? ¼ 0) is small and depends strongly on

both the X-ray detector angular size and the ac-

curacy of the condition H? ¼ 0 implementation.

On this basis we have calculated for the compari-
son with experimental results the emission angular

distribution in vertical plane (h0 ¼ 0, see Fig. 1).

The curves presented in Fig. 2 have been calcu-

lated by (15) and (17) with the understanding that

the reflecting plane was (2 2 2), c ¼ 103, electron

beam angular spread h0 ¼ 10�3 rad, X-ray detector

unregular size hd ¼ 2:510�3 rad. Since experimen-
tal data have been obtained in arbitrary units the
theoretical curve 3 describing the total emission

yield was normalized to data in one experimental

point.

4. Conclusions

The study of this work clarify the physical na-
ture of X-ray emission mechanism determining the

characteristics of a photon flux emitted from rel-

ativistic electrons passing through heavy crystals

aligned so that the Bragg geometry for the electron

equilibrium electromagnetic field scattering by the

crystal can be realized.

The derived simple formulae describing the

emission spectral-angular and angular distribu-
tions show that the total emission yield is formed

by the contribution of PXR and DTR. The inter-

ference between these emission mechanisms is

negligibly small. According to obtained theoretical

results in the range of high enough emitting par-

ticle energies � � �� ¼ mxB=x0 (m is the electron

mass, xB is the Bragg frequency, x0 is the plasma

frequency) the main contribution to an emission
angular distribution is given by DTR, therefore

the width of this distribution is close to c�1. PXR
contribution shapes the wide background in the

range of large observation angles.
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